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Gone are those days when a mobile phone was nothing but a luxury item. Its usability has increased
a lot; they have a lot of applications, which makes the mobile phones an essential requirement. Dual
SIM mobile phones have gained an increasing popularity over the years.

Many people use two SIM cards for various purposes like keeping a number for personal use and
the other for professional use. Owning two numbers is a personal choice which can be due to work
or any personal reason.

Initially, there were standby dual SIM mobile cell that had an adapter capable of carrying two SIM
cards at a time. These phones allow the users to switch to either of the SIM easily, while the other is
at standby. The popularity of standby double SIM phones lead to production of these double SIM
phones by different mobile brands.

Most recently, production of active two SIM phones started. The buyers of active dual SIM are much
more than standby handset. The active dual SIM cell allows the user to use both the SIM card
numbers simultaneously, without any requirement of keeping one of the numbers in the standby or
inactive mode.

The ease of carrying two SIM cards without the need of carrying two different handsets is the basic
achievement of such double SIM cells. By the help of these people are able to have two different
network services with the opportunity of utilisation of the best pricing plans of both the services.

The types of double SIM handsets available in the market are pseudo dual, dual talk, two SIM shift,
double SIM stand-by and two SIM active. As per the convenience, a person is free to choose from
the above mentioned types of dual SIM phones. Users can talk simultaneously with two persons
using these phones.

These phones are available at most of the mobile shop or showroom. From domestic brands as well
as international and leading brands, almost every company has a line of mobile phones offering
double SIM phones with different incorporated features in the mobile set. Other than these mobile
shops, one can buy these pones from various websites that display pictures, list of features, prices,
comparisons etc. along with the name of the brand and the model. Online shopping in India,
especially for phones, is increasing due to its ease. Many sites providing online shopping in India,
even offer discounts of these mobiles.
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